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Reconciling Adam & Eve & Evolution
For many years now I have been intrigued by the challenge facing orthodox Christians of reconciling the biblical accounts of
early Genesis with the mounting scientific evidence that humanity evolved from primates. I recently indulged my intrigue by researching the topic and developing a five-week course entitled
“Adam & Eve and Evolution”, which our parish opened to the
community-at-large during Lent. And I would like to share a
little of what I learned here.
For more than a century, Creationism has enjoyed inimitable
support in America. Creationism is the belief that that humanity
was specially created by God in its present form approximately
6,000 years ago. Ever since the Scopes “Monkey” Trial brought
the question of human origins to the forefront in 1925, roughly
half of Americans have professed to being Creationists and opposed the theory of human evolution. In fact, according to Gallup, as recently as five years ago 46% of the American public
held this belief. However, a July 13 article in USA Today reported there has recently been a sharp drop in the number of Americans who hold to Creationism, as a Gallup poll conducted in May
of this year determined now only 38% of America remain Creationists. Certainly, the rise in atheism contributes to this figure,
but the details of the poll reveal the biggest factor in this change
is the increased number of Christians who no longer consider
belief in evolution to be at odds with a Biblical faith.
(Continued on page 2)
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This is sure to cause many believers to wonder: how could this be? How can our faith possibly be reconciled with
evolutionary theory while still maintaining the authority of scripture? But, as I have studied this issue, I have learned
that while Creationists may be the loudest voices in American Christianity, there is a wide spectrum of perspectives on
how to best interpret Genesis 1-3, including some that accommodate the preponderance of scientific evidence
supporting human evolution, without compromising the authority of scripture. Below, I will share a few of the most
compelling of such perspectives. But, to do that, I first need to provide a more thorough explanation of Creationism.

There are two main Creationist camps today. Most Creationists in America are Young Earth Creationists. Proponents
of Young Earth Creationism believe that because the Bible is the Word of God, it must be authoritative not only on
matters of religion, but on matters of science as well. Therefore, since they hold to the traditional understanding of
Genesis 1 – namely, that it is a description of the material creation of the Earth – they believe this indicates that the scientific theories of the big bang and human evolution are unreliable and must be based on faulty science. In contrast to
the scientific consensus that the universe and the earth are billions of years old, Young Earth Creationists date the creation of both as having occurred only 6,000 years ago, based upon the various genealogies in the Bible. Furthermore,
Young Earth Creationists affirm that Adam & Eve were the first historical people, specially created by God – Adam
from the dust and Eve from Adam’s rib according to Genesis 2. Also contradicting scientific evidence, they infer from
these passages that prior to Adam & Eve’s “Fall” into sin in Genesis 3 the world was perfect and without any death,
animal or otherwise.
There is another version of Creationism, however, known as Old Earth Creationism. They depart from Young Earth
Creationists by affirming the scientific consensus that the universe and earth are both very old, the universe originating
with the Big Bang approximately 13.8 billion years ago and the earth about 4.5 billion years ago. Most Old Earth Creationists reconcile this with scripture by interpreting the “days” of creation in Genesis 1 as representing vast ages of time.
However, Old Earth Creationists do not accept the scientific theory of human evolution. Instead, they agree with
Young Earth Creationists that Adam & Eve were the first historical people specially created by God about 6,000 years
ago.
For the last century, these two forms of Creationism have tended to be the dominant view among Christians in America.
And in the last 50 years, Young Earth Creationism has become dominant. It may surprise some that for political, racial,
& cultural reasons this has been an almost uniquely American phenomenon. But ever since the 19th century, when evidence for an old earth and human evolution began to emerge, there have been Christians who have suggested that both
can be reconciled with scripture. And despite having their voices drowned out or mostly ignored for more than a century, since the 1990s there has been a resurgence of more moderate Christian perspectives that take scientific findings seriously. Gerald Rau, author of Mapping the Origins Debate: Six Models of the Beginning of Everything (IVP Academic, 2012), has
divided these perspectives into two categories: Directed Evolution and Planned Evolution.
For the creation of the world, both Directed and Planned Evolution would affirm the scientific consensus about the age
of the universe as well as the theory of human evolution. However, these two perspectives differ in two key ways. Proponents of Planned Evolution insist that when God originally created the universe, He planned it in such a way that all
that has transpired did so without God having to intervene further. So, while they would affirm that God certainly intervenes in the created order in other ways, such as through the incarnation, answering prayer, and even performing miracles, proponents of Planned Evolution would insist that since the Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago, God’s further intervention in the creation process has not been required for creation to unfold exactly as it has – from the emergence of
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the earth from the sun 4.5 Billion years ago to the beginning of life on earth some 3.6 billion years ago, and finally the
origin of the human species about 100,000 years ago. The Biologos Foundation (biologos.org) is a leading proponent of
the Planned Evolution perspective.
In contrast to this perspective, proponents of Directed Evolution believe God has intervened in the process of creation
all along, directing it to unfold in a certain way. And to support this they point to a litany of highly improbable scientific
events that were required for the origin of life and humans to ever occur.
The other significant distinction between these two Christian perspectives on evolution is how they understand the scientific process by which humans evolved from primates. The Planned Evolutionists agree with the majority of naturalistic (atheist) scientists in affirming Darwinian evolution, which emphasizes natural selection as the primary mechanism
of evolution. In contrast, Directed Evolutionists tend to be non-Darwinian: affirming that natural selection played a
part, but insisting the evidence indicates there must have been additional mechanisms at play as well.
But the question remains: how can proponents of Directed and Planned Evolution adhere to these scientific views without compromising the authority of Scripture? First, both would take issue with the Creationist tenet that, as the Word of
God, the Bible is authoritative on matters of science. Although this tenet may have become the majority view in the past
century among American Protestants, historically this has not been the majority view of the Church at least since Augustine. But, perhaps even more significantly, the Planned and Directed Evolutionists would argue that the Creationist interpretations of Genesis 1-3 have come because of projecting modern ideas back onto an ancient text, presuming the
author of Genesis 1-3 provides answers to modern questions that its author wouldn’t have been seeking to answer.
So how do the Planned & Directed Evolutionists suggest early Genesis can be rightly interpreted? Regarding Genesis 1,
the most compelling interpretation to emerge in the last decade has come from John Walton. Though Walton affirms
that God certainly created the universe materially from nothing, in his book The Lost World of Genesis One (IVP Academic,
2009) Walton argues that Genesis 1 is not a description of the earth’s material origins. Instead, he argues that the word
“create” in ancient Hebrew referred to God giving something function and purpose. Thus, Walton understands Genesis
1 to be about God assigning functions to a world already billions of years old to create a “cosmic temple” where He
could bring humans into relationship with himself. In other words, according to Walton, the way Creationists read Genesis 1 is analogous to reading a description of God building a house, when the intent of the Genesis author is more analogous to a description of God making of a home.
Walton also provides the most compelling interpretation of Genesis 2-3 in the Directed Evolution category, presented in
his book The Lost World of Adam & Eve (IVP Academic, 2015). There, Walton interprets the Genesis account to be presenting Adam & Eve not as the first humans, but as humans chosen by God as representatives of the larger human race
that was in existence; priests, if you will, with the purpose of bringing humanity into relationship with God. However,
when Adam & Eve failed at their mission in Genesis 3, this brought disorder into the world that required Jesus, a second
Adam, to come to redeem humanity and accomplish what Adam & Eve were unable to: providing a way for humanity to
come into relationship with God.
From the Planned Evolution perspective, the most compelling interpretation of Genesis 2-3 has been put forth by the
recent book Evolution and The Fall (Eerdmans, 2017) edited by William Cavanaugh and James K.A. Smith. In the book,
Smith re-examines the doctrine of The Fall in light of human evolution with the aim of determining what elements of
the doctrine are indispensable for the story of scripture to remain coherent and to remain faithful to Christian Tradition.
(Continued on page 4)
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Smith’s conclusions lead him to insist that Christian tradition requires affirming that humanity was created originally
good. However, Smith clarifies that humanity can be “good” while at the same time having the need to mature ethically. In other words, original goodness does not necessitate that there was original perfection. This is significant because
it means one could maintain that animal and human death could have occurred prior to The Fall without violating the
tradition.
Additionally, Smith also insists that we must maintain that the event of The Fall did effect human character such that we
are now incapable of not-sinning apart from the power of God. However, according to Smith it is not theologically
necessary to affirm that this “Fall” happened at a distinct, punctiliar moment in time. Instead, the book suggests that
The Fall narrative of Genesis 3 could represent the inner deliberation of temptation that many humans collectively
succumbed to over time.
I understand that this short article may cause more questions for readers than answers. If you are interested in learning
more on the topic, I invite you to visit saintmatthiasoakdale.com/aee where a video of Part 1 of my five-week course is
available and access to other videos is available upon request.
However, some reading this article may wonder why all of this even really matters? What is at stake if Christians continue holding to Creationism or remain closed to other perspectives? Well, to that I would answer: only the Great Commission.
The same USA Today article I cited before notes that polls reveal nearly 40% of those who have left organized religion
do so because of religion’s anti-science reputation, and this is especially true among younger adults. A 2011 Barna research poll of young adults with a Christian background reports 35% said “Christians are too confident they know all
the answers.” Meanwhile, 29% of young adults feel that “churches are out of step with the scientific world we live in,”
25% perceive that “Christianity is anti-science,” and 23% said they have “been turned off by the creation-versusevolution debate.” The fact is that the next generation is asking for better answers on questions of science than the
Creationist movement has been able to provide.
Some denominations, like the Missouri-Synod Lutherans and Southern Baptist Convention have rejected the Theory of
Evolution outright and have (I believe mistakenly) made Creationism part of their core doctrine. Meanwhile, one of the
greatest advantages Anglicanism has over much of evangelicalism is a tradition of intellectual seriousness coupled with
doctrinal latitude concerning secondary issues of the faith that can provide a safe environment for people to wrestle
with subjects like this one.

Taking a fresh look at the question of human origins and admitting we don’t have all the answers is one way the Church
can begin to restore its credibility with the lost and bring them to that which is primary: a saving relationship with Jesus
Christ.
The Very Reverend John Roberts
revjohnroberts@gmail.com
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Provincial Assembly Report: Bill Atwood
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ:
I have just returned home from serving our Diocese as the Lay Delegate to
the ACNA Provincial Council and Provincial Assembly. Let me begin by
stating that our Diocese is celebrated by Anglicans from around the world
and across this nation for being the ones that led the way in separating
from TEC. Bishop John-David would be telling us it was, “Wonderful!”
Anglicanism is strong and vibrant and exciting and the people in the gathering at Wheaton, Illinois represented all races, languages, and ages.
There were many activities and events that took place over the course of
the week and I will begin by reminding you that you may find information,
photos, and videos on line at #assembly2017 or www.anglicanchurch.net.
A few items were handled by the Council with a couple worthy of note.
One dealt with welcoming into ACNA the Diocese of South Carolina.
Bishop Mark Lawrence, who once was a part of our Diocese, has led that
Diocese through the separation from TEC and he and a few of his congregants felt the love in that room with the shouts of welcome and extended standing ovations.

Archbishop
Foley Beach,
Picture taken
by Bill Atwood

We dealt with ensuring proper financial accountability within each Diocese and each church by changing language to
ensure proper audits of funds. The Canons were amended to include Biblical references to the definition of marriage to
make our stance abundantly clear as to what the purpose of marriage was to the Church and that a marriage is between
one man and one woman.
Provincial Council, the Primates, and the House of Bishops agreed to the Consecration of Bishop Andy Lines of England. Since the Archbishop of Canterbury had refused to offer alternative Episcopal oversight to the conservative
churches in England that did not wish to embrace the more liberal thinking of the Church, it was agreed that Archbishop Foley Beach and ACNA would offer such Episcopal Oversight. As the Diocese of San Joaquin led the way as the
first Diocese to separate from TEC, Bishop Lines now offers alternative episcopal oversight to faithful Anglicans
internationally.
It was exciting to be a part of this historic action and especially fun for a student of history as this year is the 500th anniversary of the Protestant Reformation. The service of Consecration of Bishop Lines was beautiful, enriching, inspiring,
and most importantly the continuation of the Apostolic Succession from the first Apostles selected by Jesus. Since
those early days each Bishop consecrated has had the experience of the “laying on of hands” from the other sitting
Bishops. Our Bishop Eric can trace his line back to the first Apostles and we Anglicans have witnessed the consecration
of the newest Bishop in the Apostolic Succession. It is a shame that some have chosen to leave the Bible to follow the
secular culture. Their departure breaks their line of Apostolic Succession of Jesus’ message to the first Apostles.
Wheaton will be remembered for years to come. Those attending can now be called the WOW’s, “Witnesses of
Wheaton”.
Bishop Eric led the Choral Matins service held in historic Pearce Chapel at Wheaton College. Experiencing the music,
singing, and words of inspiration, one could only come away feeling profoundly blessed to have attended.
The workshops covered a variety of subjects and areas of concern for our varied dioceses and parishes. I purchased
Flash Drives that have all the audio of each workshop and we will get copies to each Church via the Diocese.

(Continued on page 6)
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I learned a great deal at this conference from different Clergy, Bishops, and Archbishops from around the world. I
heard African Bishops tell us about the propaganda concerning the wrongs committed against the African people by
Christians. They gave evidence of how Africa benefitted from the teachings of Jesus. We heard how the indigenous people of this continent benefitted from the teaching of Jesus and the improvement in people’s lives here and abroad from
those that spread the Good News of the Bible. We learned of the help to inner cities here in America.
We learned about the sacrifices of Christian’s today around the world that are being persecuted and killed because they
have accepted Christ into their lives and stood their ground just as the martyrs of ancient days. When you see what is
going on in the world, the fact that we had to walk away from our properties is much easier to accept.
I met many young and excited Anglicans - high school and college aged kids, young marrieds who brought their dear
babies to convention. I saw priests who looked so young to me that they resembled Acolytes. They are going to be the
ones that will accept the Torch of Leadership from our generation and who will pass it on to the generation that follows
them.
The meeting in Wheaton was a message to many. To those in attendance, it was a week of joyous, spirited excitement.
To those who want to attack the beliefs of we who are Anglicans, it was a testimony that we are strong in our faith and
strong in our journey to preach the Good News. To the Archbishop of Canterbury, it was a clear message of the faithfulness to Christ’s message that binds the greater Anglican Communion.
One of the Bishops during one of the workshops shared this simple but powerful phrase: “If He is Lord at all, He is
Lord of ALL.”
The theme of this conference was “Mission on our Doorstep”. More will be coming out about our roles in spreading
the Word of God locally and globally. Two thousand years ago Jesus entrusted His message to a small group of Apostles as his Plan A to spread the Word. He had no Plan B. We are part of Plan A.
Pictures taken by Bill Atwood

We can do it because we are AngliCANS!
Blessings,
Bill Atwood
Christ Church, Oakhurst
Archbishop
Tito Zavalos
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Provincial Assembly Report: Jack Estes
This past month it was my privilege to join with our Bishop and fellow delegates in the worship, fellowship, and mission
at the Provincial Assembly of the Anglican Church in North America. As the opening worship began, the sense of unity
and the joy of being together filled Edman Hall on the campus of Wheaton College. From that beginning Eucharist, our
hearts and lives were destined to be connected in ways only the Holy Spirit could orchestrate. Delegates were connected
to one another; bishops, priests and deacons with laity and Archbishops from around the world. Throughout the week,
former relationships were renewed and new ones came into being. We were there representing all of you in the Diocese
of San Joaquin, and so by extension, you also were joined to the whole.
Naturally, it is difficult to describe through words, the presence of God that permeated the event, and the myriad of
ways He was working in our midst. Teachings were full of substance, worship vibrant, presentations brought insights
from North America and around the world. It is important to note that we brought them all back on audio files and
DVDs, and will endeavor to make them available to you as time allows.
In conclusion, I think that it is important for all here in the valley to realize that we are not alone, but part of a global
movement of a renewed Anglican expression of the Christian Church. It is easy to feel rather isolated and despondent,
as we move through the transitions of leaving our former properties behind. Almost everyone I met at the assembly has
already gone through this experience, and now are living in the new season – reengaging the mission of God. All in all,
Jenny and I were greatly encouraged, and I hope that this small reflection will bring encouragement to you as well.
Blessings,

Fr. Jack Estes
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Provincial Assembly Report: Francie Levy
As a teenager, having grown up as an Anglican, I loved the idea that I could find the same basic liturgy of Word and
Sacrament around the world in Anglican Churches. My first trip abroad in my early twenties took me to England and
recognizing the liturgy in a church in Cambridge. Later in my travels, I experienced that same shared liturgy in Hong
Kong, in Kenya, in Honduras, and in Peru. I have always loved worshipping in the Anglican Tradition!
Therefore, you can imagine my delight in the Opening Eucharist, on Wednesday, June 28th, at our Provincial Assembly
in Wheaton, Illinois! The procession of Clergy and particularly of Archbishops and Bishops from across the globe was
so beautiful and so impressive to me. Every hue and color of God's people was represented in that procession. I found
the same beauty in each of our worship services that followed: The Global Family Worship Night on Wednesday evening; the Morning Prayer and Eucharist on Thursday, June 29th; and the Global Family Ministry Night on Thursday evening.
But the glorious culmination of our shared worship was the Closing Eucharist, Consecration of a Bishop and Commissioning midday on Friday, June 30th. The ACNA was consecrating a Bishop, Andy Lines, for Europe, most particularly
for the churches in Scotland who asked for alternative primatial oversight from the ACNA. What a lovely turning of
history that it was the Bishops in Scotland who consecrated the first Bishop, Samuel Seabury, for the United States of
America and now the Anglican Church of North America, together with the Primates from the Global Anglican Fellowship, would consecrate a Bishop for Scotland!
All our shared worship was spirit-filled with rousing
hymns lifted by so many faithful voices and fervent
prayer, again lifted by so many faithful voices. My spirit
was lifted at each gathering for worship! I returned
home deeply re-convicted of my faith in our Triune
God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit and especially proud
of our shared Anglican heritage of worship.
I remain yours faithfully,
Archdeacon Francie Levy

picture taken by Jack Estes
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Provincial Assembly Report: Jim Doe
Provincial Councils and assemblies are always interesting because they give us the chance to experience the variety that
is in the membership of our province. Wheaton is a little evangelistic enclave on the edge of Chicago, one of our country's great metropolitan centers. Bishop Ruch's diocese includes Chicago, and that created some real opportunities for
those of us from essentially rural dioceses to see the concerns of a different world. Here in the Diocese of San Joaquin,
the majority of clergy and parishioners are conservative, and many are people with a conservative world view for whom
Anglicanism is just a religious expression of their conservatism. Their God is much more about law-and-order than social justice. But in Wheaton, we saw a different world, and that came through in some of the workshops I attended. Two in particular were concerned with the black experience, especially the experience with "law and order." "Black
Lives Matter" was an important theme for Christians in these workshops, and an important theme for our church. In
our diocese, that proclamation has been met with affirmations of all the other lives that matter too, with a sense of unfairness at accusing white society of being unfair to blacks. Completely absent for the conservatives of our diocese is
the understanding that "Black Lives Matter" is a way of saying "Black Lives Do Too Matter," something not at all apparent in law enforcement. The presenters in these workshops had some real interesting perspectives to share, and I am
disappointed that so few of our people were there to hear them.
One thing I am getting used to in our province is the presence of the charismatic movement in our worship, the upraised hands and swaying back and forth. I can't do that. I imagine a Bible verse saying, "My house is a house of prayer, and you have made it a mosh pit!" OK, no such verse, but I value the 3-legged stool, and I am not about to surrender the rational to the emotional. But still, part of me rejoices in the variety. And that Black choir was terrific!
I am struck with one observation on our take on "Biblical authority." What parts of the Bible have authority over us
today, and what parts do not? We split from our original church, the Episcopal, over that. Under what hermeneutical
principles are sexual commands everlasting, but others on gender differences are not? Most of the women at the convention had short hair (one I saw was short on one side and buzzed on the other), and one of the presenters, a man,
had hair so long it had to be brought up in a kind of bun. As I was growing up, this was condemned as a violation of
eternal biblical commands, but not now? No, I am not in favor of applying the Pauline standards, but the variety of humanity I saw in Wheaton should make us, especially conservatives, rethink our priorities. Less on gender issues, more
on keeping Christ at the center of our ministry. What issues concerned Christ? They should concern us. What issues
did not concern Christ? We should pray for guidance on those.
I am very grateful to Bishop Menees and the diocesan staff for supporting those of us who were delegates to Provincial
Convention. It was a wonderful opportunity to share in a real world-wide ministry and an inspiration to all of us to redouble our efforts in support of that ministry.
Breakfast on Day 3, picture taken by Bill Atwood
Thank-you,
Jim Doe

Archbishop
Greg
Vennables,
picture taken
by Bill
Atwood
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Provincial Assembly Report: Janet Robinson
In Wheaton, Illinois, on June 27-30, 2017 the Provincial Assembly for the Anglican Church in North America was an
exciting place to be – full of wonder, learning, worship and music. The texts for Common Prayer provided the basic
form of Eucharistic worship at Assembly 2017. The range of usage varied from contemporary to historic. Every effort
was made to incorporate the full richness of our Anglican musical tradition according to context. The Officiants and
readers were drawn from the breadth of our churchmanship, and the services ranged from Choral Matins, at which our
Bishop Eric Menees was an officiant, to contemporary evening worship. The highlight of all the worship culminated in
the Closing Eucharist, in which Andrew Lions, of Scotland, was consecrated the first ACNA Bishop as a Missionary to
Scotland. Following his consecration, all members of the Assembly were invited to be commissioned by one of the
many Bishops present to carry out our Mission -The Mission on Our Doorstep – the theme of the Assembly.
During the days, participants, such as my husband and I, attended any of a variety of Sub-Conferences, Workshops and
Gatherings. Kevin and I attended the Sub-Conference called, “Equipped to Heal – Healing Prayer and Pastoral Care”.
During this two-day sub-conference, we heard what God is doing around the Province in healing ministry and built significant relationships with one another to grow our partnership and see together the miracles God desires to do in the
lives of those who are hurting and broken. We learned to identify unhealed life hurts that affect people’s beliefs and behaviors and then to minister the healing presence of Jesus into those hurts. One of the presenters at the Equipped to
Heal Sub-Conference, Deacon Carolyn Allen, published a book entitled, Journey into Wholeness which I am finding
fascinating reading. The sub-title of the book is, “A Strategy to Partner with God’s Heart to Walk into Wholeness”.
The book identifies concrete strategies to identify and help heal life’s hurts.
Mealtimes at the dormitory dining commons were filled with laughter, gatherings and good food. I attended a Daughters of the Holy Cross luncheon along with Archdeacon Francie Levy on Wednesday and met many Daughters from
around the United States. The weather was sublime with rain showers and some thunder intermixed with sunny periods. The temperatures were a blessed relief from the heat of this valley we call home. And home we came after an experience which enriched my life and infused me with enthusiasm and love for the Church I proudly call my own – The
Anglican Church in North America.
Janet Robinson
Lay Delegate
St. Paul’s Church, Visalia

Edman Chapel, picture taken by Janet Robinson
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Consecration of Bishop Andy Lines, pictures taken by Bill Atwood
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Greetings!
We are excited to announce that phase two of the Matthew 25 Initiative is now available.
It all started with a vision from Archbishop Foley Beach and his
desire to use a generous grant from an anonymous donor to help
churches reach the poor and needy in their communities.
After only 18 months of effort and development of these programs, the Matthew 25 fund has helped support nearly
40 new ministries.
For this phase of the initiative, Archbishop Beach secured a dollar-for-dollar matching gift of up to $1,000,000 if the
Province of the Anglican Church in North America can raise $1,000,000!
Now, as the monies are raised within the Province, the Matthew 25 Initiative is opening up a grant request cycle and
will begin receiving a new set of applications from programs and ministries within the Anglican Church in North
America. As these applications are received, studied, and prayed over, they are also juried by a group of leaders within
the Anglican Church in North America who have extensive experience in this level of outreach ministry.
If you are an interested ministry you can apply for a grant from Matthew 25 for between $3,000 and $25,000. The
grant application is available for download with more information at www.matthew25i.org.

Anglican 4th Day Weekend #8
St. Anthony’s Retreat Center
43816 Sierra Dr., Three Rivers, CA 93271
For applications click here. For more information, or retreat reservations contact the
A4D Lay Director: Frank Reed—freed2b1@yahoo.com—209-769-8232
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Bishop’s Note series-The Bishop's Note is a pastoral message published weekly by Bishop Eric Menees.
To subscribe, send an email message with your email to receptionist@dioceseofsanjoaquin.net.

The San Joaquin Anglican is published monthly by
The Anglican Diocese of San Joaquin, California.
Submissions will be accepted for consideration anytime; Contributions must be received by the 20th of
the month for possible inclusion in the newsletter in
the following month.
Please send these to sandfrogers@mediacombb.net
and cc: melody@ctkridgecrest.org
Thank you!
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